
 

 
The New Outdoor – Go Explore 
 
Enjoying the beauty of nature. Walking through forests and meadows and climbing high mountains. This 
feeling is just indescribable. You have to feel such a special outdoor experience yourself and ideally with 
the new collection of JAMES & NICHOLSON. They have added outdoor/trekking to their comprehensive 
sport collection. If you go on a journey of discovery, you will see the products shine in a multitude of 
fresh colours. They are ideally combinable with the existing product range, multi-functional and an 
ultimate eye-catcher in everyday life. The 19 newcomers, which are both sporty and elegant, create ideal 
looks for all weathers. 
 
Especially now, on cooler and wet days, a very durable and sturdy outfit is an absolute must-have for 
rock climbing, walking or strolls around the city. In particular the high-quality, long JAMES & NICHOLSON 
Trekking Pants JN1205/06 are extremely comfortable. Thanks to the bi-elastic fabric and the partly elastic 
waistband with belt and loops the pants are ideal and comfortable companions. Pockets are also 
absolutely essential for a short or long tour. Therefore, the pants are equipped with two side pockets, a 
back pocket and a leg pocket. The sporty design with contrasting insets on the knees and at the back 
makes JN1205/06 a special eye-catcher. It is available in five fresh colourways, such as fern-green/black, 
navy/carbon or bright-blue/navy and in sizes XS – XXL for women and S – 3XL for men. 
 
And if it is still warm and sunny, you shouldn’t go on a trip without the outdoor pants JN1201-1204 in a 
colourful design. Our JN1201/02 is the perfect all-weather style - trekking pants which can quite easily be 
zipped down to shorts. By the way: The zips are designed in different colours – yellow on the right and 
red on the left leg. Thus, there is no risk of confusion. JN1203/04 is a real summer highlight. Trekking-
shorts that impress with their elastic single jersey fabric. 
 
All three products are made of the same materials and fabrics; their special feature is the BIONIC-
FINISH®ECO technology, in short: they are water- and dirt-repellent and therefore, the ideal companions. 
 
Matching the pants: The new bi-elastic Structure Outdoor JacketJN783/4 by JAMES & NICHOLSON. With its 
fine stretch fleece you are well prepared for long nights by the camp fire or exciting night walks. It is 
extremely easy-care and equipped with high-quality concealed YKK-zips with chin protection. Particularly 
remarkable, however, is the figure-enhancing, sporty cut with fashionable insets at the sides as well as 
the stylish colourways from pink/carbon through navy/bright-blue to black/carbon. The various 
combinations of all parts make perfect companions for every adventure. 
 
Good to know: In colours matching JN783/4 Structured Outdoor Jacket myrtle beach offers MB7127 
Structured Beanie. 
 
For stormy weather you should always have JN1097/1098 Outdoor Jacket, with you. The ultra-light 
softshell jacket with a TPU-membrane is wind- and waterproof as well as breathable and water vapour 
permeable and therefore it is ideally suited for extreme weather conditions. Its sporty design in 8 
different colours, such as dark-orange/iron-grey, iron-grey/yellow or black/silver is a real eye-catcher. 
 
The matching T-shirt also has to be loose and light. The multi-functional poloshirts JN753/4 by JAMES & 
NICHOLSON in discreet stripe pattern and contrasting inside of the button placket are breathable, 



 

moisture-regulating and quick-drying. Since they are made of single jersey, they will adapt to any 
challenge. Thus, if they are combined with pants and jacket, you will get a sporty and elegant look in 
day-to-day life and on thrilling outdoor tours. 
 

 
 
Of course, the new outdoor sports line by JAMES & NICHOLSON is also suitable for strolls around the city 
and for everyday use. Especially for autumn and winter days it offers a wide range of urban styles. The 
soft, warm Knitted Fleece Hoody JN588/9 in knitted melange look and JN771/2 Knitted Hybrid Jacket in 
stylish mixed materials and pleasant padding are ideally suited for your next city tour, also in bad 
weather. An even more casual look is offered for example by the soft, figure-hugging Stretch-Fleece 
Jacket JN763. It impresses with its sporty design with a smooth, shiny surface in five different colours, 
such as light-red/chili or black/silver. 
 
Of course, all the outdoor and trekking styles are also available in a summer version with trekking shorts, 
zip-off pants, polo shirts, T-shirts and vests. 
 
Summer, sun, autumn and rain. The caps, beanies and loop scarfs by myrtle beach not only afford 
protection for thrilling outdoor activities, they also cut a fine figure for sightseeing in the city. 
 
JAMES & NICHOLSON – GO EXPLORE. 
 
Further information can be found at www.daiber.de. For orders, suggestions and questions please feel 
free to contact our service team.  
Hotline: +49(0)7432/7016-800 

http://www.daiber.de/en/
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